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COVID-19 Antibody Testing FAQ’s 

  
What is COVID antibody testing? 

“Antibody or serology tests look for antibodies in your blood that fight the virus that causes COVID-

19.  Antibodies are proteins created by your immune system that help you fight off infections. They 

are made after you have been infected or have been vaccinated against an infection.  Vaccination is a 

safe, effective way to teach your body to create antibodies.”  The duration of time antibodies last 

varies from person to person, and this affects how long protection from illness lasts.   

 

Which antibodies can be tested? 

Testing typically evaluates 2 antibodies: 1. Nucleocapsid (N) protein (antibodies present from a 

previous COVID-19 infection) and 2. Spike (S) protein (antibodies present from vaccination).   

 

Antibody tests should not be used to diagnose a current infection with COVID-19. Testing for 

current infection is done with either rapid antigen or PCR. Antibody testing has limitations and 

“whether you test positive or negative for COVID-19 antibodies using an antibody test, you still 

should take steps, including getting vaccinated, to protect yourself and others.”   

 

Antibody testing for the N Protein 

• Test timing:  Testing should be done no sooner than 3 weeks after a suspected COVID-19 

infection. 

• Results interpretation and limitations: 

o Positive results: Positive results mean that you previously had the COVID-19 illness.  

Up to 8 months after infection, antibodies may start to decline.  The test results don’t 

tell you how long ago the infection occurred or how likely it is for you to contract 

COVID-19 illness again, if exposed. 

o Negative results:   A negative result means that you either have not had COVID-19 

illness or, though you did have it, you no longer have detectable antibodies to it. 

 

Antibody testing for the S Protein:  

• Test timing:  Testing isn’t likely helpful until 8 months after completion of the COVID-19 

series, when antibody response may start to decline.   

• Results interpretation and limitations: 

o If positive: the higher your antibody level (max = 2,500), the higher your antibody level 

from vaccination.  The test results can’t tell you if you still have protection against future 

COVID-19 strains or when and/if a booster COVID-19 vaccine dose is indicated.  It’s 

important to continue to follow the CDC’s recommendations for fully vaccinated people.  

o If negative: though you received the COVID-19 vaccine, you no longer have 

detectable antibodies to the virus from the vaccine.   Guidance on when/if to receive a 

COVID-19 booster shot is based on the CDC’s booster shot recommendations.  
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